
and back in the netherlands staying mostly in culemborg but also visiting pyotr in

areas and then ending up in a sex district and in the green and monumental belt 

13196:  "still   filming   while   in  hamburg  exploring  once   again   the   more  anarchic 

solid within and without any expectation"

town and feeling rather beaten by power holders of any kind but still maintaining 

09117: "still recording quite consistently mostly walking through our empty dutch 

result cleaning the boarders even after applying the dithering filter"

actual scribble beneath it and also spending quite some time digitally editing the 

07195: "going over the painting several times and feeling quite satisfied of the 

cartoons while brushing her teeth"

by one of myrhte's nieces played over and over by livia also watching the usual 

tebah and also listening to the songs played by a small electric piano forgotten 

driving around with livia buying equipment to experiment with the textures of my 

03130: "still listening to music while driving to meet myrthe's friends but also 

with a less predominant top and bottom surfaces"

central and horizontal set up and doing several modification to make it broader 

07194: "taking a long time to finish this painting not so satisfied with the too 

i spent a few days taking large walks awaiting for a film director to meet me"

traffic visiting big cities like amsterdam and rotterdam but also in hamburg where 

staying  a  lot  indoor  with  the  dutch  weather  being  quite  rainy  breathing  mostly 

the italian bureaucracy and no longer experimenting with the tags for my tebah and 

15128: "breathing pretty clean air having been left without money from the all 

landscape before going to hamburg and almost having no dreams there"

tebah and the textures but also start dreaming our dutch house and the surrounding 

silvester and livia crying at night and making dreams related to the making of my 

erotic   scenes   and   also   not   really   managing   to   sleep   continuously   with   baby 

02172:  "a   month   in   the   netherlands   getting   affected   watching   films   with   some 

much cold wind on my way back to holland"

in the end going to hamburg experiencing some wind mostly by the river and finding 

with the children to the chicken zoo now almost entirely without leaves and also 

18139:  "quite   some   wind   experienced   in   the   netherlands   especially   walking   out 

project with the hunters and picking trash in schio while hosted at my architect"

with  myrthe  and  baby  silvester  and  only  shortly  going  to  italy  to  discuss  my 

11226: "still in holland picking trash walking around with livia but also later 

often find too wet trash to be picked due to the bad autumn weather"

mostly  visiting  small  cities  awaiting  for  baby  silvester  to  be  born  and  anyway 

11225: "trash picked still while traveling to germany and then back in holland 



netherlands but then also experiencing some overcast and cold humidity"

spent hiking the hills and a very warm one walking the dunes in the north of the 

much outside with august coming over for christmas holidays with a very cold day 

nights going below zero but then offering some sunny weather at times and being 

finding a much milder weather in the netherlands with still some rain and only few 

16144: "cold and windy weather experienced in hamburg but also one day of sun and 

holiday and then focusing mostly to spend time outdoor"

update of my project aside for the time august spent with us during the christams 

during  their  nap  time  still  however  cooking  a  lot  and  keeping  up  with  a  full 

with  the  kids  and  often  being  unable  to  do  many  things  and  trying  to  do  them 

01192: "beside some few days spent exploring hamburg a month spent intensively 

walking the sun with all my kids"

in hamburg during my short stay there and later having august home talking a nice 

good with my mother's family and despite the turmoil finding a good time walking 

winter weather and the kids always to take care of but also after breaking up for 

04130: "a period feeling a little low mostly unable to train with the bad dutch 

attacking but also accidents occurring in other parts of the world"

and  finding  several  casualties  in  the  african  continents  still  with  militants 

12187: "a month with headlines checked very regularly while in the netherlands 

feeling a maternal love for him soon turning into actual love"

for her to fall asleep and this time thinking of a laboratory macaque and a nurse 

08116: "still writing my fables laying on the floor next to livia's bed waiting 

mountain village and the brother of the father of my stepsister son"

apartment in venice and later photographing the owner of the pizza place below our 

living as a pizza man and also photographing the real estate agent selling me my 

independentist  and  then  also  on  the  train  meeting  an  italian  rapper  making  his 

way   to   lido   and   a   spanish   couple   with   a   man   being   a   catalonian   fierceful 

10142: "folk met while in venice such as some chinese young tourists met on the 

discovering a whole new and charming part of town"

asleep going from one dinner to another of myrthe's divorced parents and in fact 

walking with livia from one side to another of the city to try to make her fall 

pretty  much  the  usual  places  and  lastly  going  for  christmas  to  breda  and  again 

rotterdam  and  walking  with  livia  there  through  the  commercial  district  filming 


